I have coordinated the scientific program of SAINT together with my Program Co-Chair Prof. Yasuo Okabe, Kyoto Univ., Japan but of course without your contributions as authors we would not have a program. We had 67 submissions from the 25 countries, from continents of Asia, Europe, North and South America. Full papers were subjected to peer review by our international program committee before accepted for publication. Most of the papers had at least 3 reviews. We then selected the top 18 papers which you can now find in the proceeding as well as presented in one of the sessions in the conference. The overall acceptance rate of the conference is 26.9%.
We have a very extensive group of people who have acted as Program Committee members (66 in total). PC jointly managed the reviews and prepared the preliminary rating for the papers. Together with the Conference Chairs and Co-chairs we then made the final selection of the articles based on review reports from PC members. I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to the Organizing Committee members for their excellent co-operation and support during the selection process. In particular I would like to thank the Publication Chair Marko Mahkonen for his help to shape the program.
Every author, PC member and Reviewer used the Easychair conference management system for submitting the papers, reviewing etc. which is supported by Andrei Voronkov. The system worked extremely well and proved its name. Finally thanks to IEEE Conference Publishing Services (CPS), Patrick Kellenberger, to produce this proceeding.
I hope you find the conference and the proceedings interesting. Enjoy the conference program and your visit to Turku, Finland.
